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 A watchdog group says some Texas inmates are being denied an opportunity to confer with 
their attorneys in private, depriving them of a fundamental legal right. 

 The American Civil Liberties Union of Texas’ Prison and Jail Accountability Project raised that 
concern in letters sent this week to officials with the Texas Department of Criminal Justice. 

 Huntsville-area lawyer Yolanda Torres, litigation director for the accountability project, 
wrote that TDCJ’s own directives recognize “an absolute right to privacy” during legal visits 
and the confidentiality of documents exchanged between attorneys and their clients.  

 “Despite this long-standing and unequivocal policy, many units still have no legal visita-
tion facilities,” Ms. Torres wrote. “Prisoners are forced to discuss confidential, privileged 
matters during legal visits with their counsel in the open, general visitation area in the pres-
ence of other prisoners, TDCJ officers and free-world vendors.” 

 The letter asks that the TDCJ voluntarily evaluate its legal visitation practices and facilities, en-
force its internal policies and respond to the concerns. The letter states that the project will delay 
legal action until TDCJ officials have an opportunity to consider the complaints, but it seeks a writ-
ten response by Aug. 28. 

 “We’re serious about providing attorney-client communications, and we will look into the com-
plaints that she’s raising,” said Carl Reynolds, TDCJ’s general counsel. He said prison officials will 
assess the complaints and “see what we need to do or how we need to respond.” 

 More than two decades of federal oversight of Texas prisons recently ended when attorneys for 
inmates notified U.S. District Judge William Wayne Justice that they would not oppose the conclu-
sion of a landmark civil rights case filed on behalf of David Ruiz and other offenders in 1972. 

 Judge Justice ruled that Texas prisons were unconstitutional in 1980. After lengthy and some-
times acrimonious litigation, the number of problems identified as unconstitutional by Judge Justice 
were reduced to a handful; this year, the inmates’ attorneys and prison officials addressed those 
through negotiation. 

 TDCJ is being contacted, Ms. Torres wrote, “in the spirit that governed the Ruiz settlement: 
sometimes issues can be resolved through cooperation.” 

 One concern identified by the accountability project involves the Polunsky Unit, which houses 
more than 2,600 offenders, including male death row inmates. 

 “There are only two legal visitation booths, even though there are routinely more than two legal 
visits occurring at any given time,” Ms. Torres wrote. 

 Consistent with federal law, she said, two attorneys may be appointed to death row inmates, but 
the Polunsky Unit has no visitation booths that will accommodate two attorneys. 

 



 

 Attorneys at Polunsky, she said, “routinely wait hours for their prisoner-clients to be brought 
out” and face resistance from prison staff if they seek to confer by phone. She said that telephone 
calls have been monitored at two other units despite a TDCJ policy that prohibits the practice. 

 Prison officials say that telephone calls between attorneys and their inmate-clients no longer are 
monitored and that changes in agency policy late last year and earlier this year specifically ad-
dressed the issue. 

 The ACLU also pointed to problems at the Huntsville Unit, which houses more than 1,500 in-
mates. The unit has no legal visitation booths, according to the letter, and attorneys must confer 
with their clients in the general visitation area. 

 


